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Danganronpa another episode achievement guide

Share collectibles are various items included in Danganronpa Another episode: Ultra Despair Girls. They expand against the background of the game or give bonuses depending on what they are collected from. These objects appear in the afterlife of the city of Toua as a small sparkling area. Collect all the items hidden
in the game will unlock trophies. Collectible hit list The hit list is a collector's item that gives detailed entries for Demons: people forced to participate in the Warriors of Hope Demon Hunt. It basically includes Danganronpa's favorite people: Trigger Happy Yavok casting. A complete list of hidden children's guide are
collectibles modelled after the Warriors of Hope. A complete list of guide sock is a collectible book scattered through Towa City by Monokuma Kids. It is a symbol of the same name. Guide Books are a type of text with a taste, collectible, which adds more insight into the game. Three of these collectible books were written
by Toko Fukawa. The full list of reference books Guides are the kind of text that collects, when collected, unlocks skills for Komaru and Toko. A complete list of notes guide are a kind of taste text collector that adds more insight into the game. When they gather, they prompt a small conversation between Komaru and
Toko about the content. A complete list of list of trophies/achievements Hits ListsHanded over its first hit hit list. Your license to kill has been revoked to get all the hit lists to Hiroko. I found you! I found your first hidden child. Hide-and-seek ChampionFana all hidden children. Back to school so we can go back to our first
book. Queen Queenscrit all the reference books. The Road to Literacy Opened its first book and saw its first bonus conversation. Socks sockfrom every page of the sock ultra know-i-girlsAsked all the scrap notes. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise specified. Ultra desperate girls 100%
completing a tour (NO SPOILERS!) From the killer welcome! Here you will find tips and tricks to achieve 100% completion of the recently released PC game Ultra Desperate Girls.I have to warn you, there will be a lot of grinding, as well as numerous plays. Let's get started. Chapter 2: Collectible -------------------------------------------Olegy-------------------------------------------- Skills: 5 Notes: 20 Hit Lists: 4 Literature: 4 Sock: 2 Hidden Children: 5 Hidden Child 1/5: Masaru Damon: After reaching the train, head to the right instead of left. Behind the ladder there is glamour (railway station) Note 1/20: I am only 16. Don't want to die:
From the previous collectibles walk a little to the left. The collector is next to the first corpse that comes to your point of view (railway station) Cut in list 1/4: Kanondosu: After following the plot, be forced to enter the train. Instead of going in, keep going forward to find this hit list (train station) Note 2/20: Children's
Paradise Commandmends 2: Once you reach the underground shopping district, continue to walk the first corridor to the end (Shopping District) Literation 1/4: Mastering Disappointment: Soon after you will have to defeat Monokumas. Turn left where they came from and enter the room. This book is located in a library
in this room (Shopping District) It's List 2/4: Yutax: Once you meet a new character, let it open the next door for you, but don't enter it. From afar in the shopping area to the corridor far to the right with two sealed doors. Let the new hero open the left door for you. The hitpis is there (Shopping District) Scoc 1/5: Raise:
this skill is close to the previous collectible. Let the new character also open the right door in this corridor in the commercial district. This skill is behind some doors there (Shopping District) Hyden Kid 2/5: Jataro Kemuri: Now enter the room that is the first to open with the new hero. Just before the entrance to the next
Arcade Room is closed door on the left. Behind this gate is another glamour you need (Shopping District) Note 3/20: I want to choose suicide: After completing the next arcade room, you'll see a room directly on the left. Enter it and take this collectible (shopping district) Note 4/20: Demon Hunting: After descending into
the sewer, you will have a lot to deal with. After a few sequences, you will reach a place with 3 Monokuma-Machines. Next to them is a tube with which the new character can interact with. this means that you will receive a gift, that is, as. collectibles in the area (Sewerage - Near the right exit) Sesil 2/5: Furious Desire:
From the last collector, cross the bridge. Then, turn all the way to the left; you need to reach a place on the opposite wall at the entrance to the channels. There is another pipe (Sewerage - Near the right exit) Note 5/20: Top 100 sweets you don't want to miss: Soon, you'll be able to see a new rescue point on the right
side of the canals. Cross the bridge to get to this record, but you walk right and around the corner. There's a note hidden next to some boxes (Sewer - Near Right Exit) Note 6/20: I'm so glad to meet you: Right after the next Arcade Challenge, you'll find the body hanging on the wall. There is a note under it on the floor
(Sewerage - Near the exit to the right) Saki sock 1/2: Socks 3: After a while you will get to another bridge you need to cross - the last bridge before reaching the secret base. After crossing it, go to the right and complete the puzzle that gives you the child (Sewer - Near the right exit) Note 7/20: The Secret of Monoкумs:
After reaching the secret base, take this note under the vehicle in the middle of the base (secret base) Skill 3/5: Quickfire Skill: After entering the conference room, search the lockers to find this skill (Secret Base) Note 8/20: Memoirs of adult 1: After entering the conference room, Search through lockers to find this skill
(Secret Base) Notes 9/20: Memoirs of Adult 2: After entering the conference room, search through lockers to find this skill (Secret Base) Note 10/. 20: List of victims and missing: Once inside the conference room, search the lockers to find this skill (secret base) Literation 2/4: If you're not careful with my little sister:
After I leave the secret base , you'll soon come across the next bridge. Cross it and walk left (Sewer - Near left exit) Hidden Kidd 3/5: Kotoko Utsugi: After leaving the sewer, the sparkle for this collector will be right behind you in the cemetery (Riverpath - Cemeteries) Chet 4/5: Precision: Shot Follow the river for a while
until you come to some guard and Bomber Monokumas. This collector lies directly on the floor. Pretty Impossible to Miss (Riverpath) Note 11/20: How to Kill Demons Masterpiece No.2: Just Before You Enter the Next Arcade Challenge, take this note, which is located in the store window on the right
(Riverpath) Literature 3/4: The bomb inside it 2: In the same room of the next arcade challenge, climb the stairs and you can find this collectible to the right (Riverpath) Hydden Kid 4/5: Nagisa Shingetsu: After coming out of this arcade challenge, I mentioned, look to the left. Above the Riverpath Note 12/20:
Memoirs of Jataro Kemuri: After completing another arcade room, you will go down stairs. Look at the windows on the left. The shop window at the far end contains this collectible (Riverpath) Note 13/20: Here's what I hate about you Demon-chan: After entering Towa Tower, this collectible is hidden right from the

entrance (Towa Tower - 1st floor) Kitopis 3/4: Hironosaurus: After entering Towa Tower, this collectible is hidden from the entrance (Towa Tower - 1st floor) Note 14/20: Letter from a Towa Tower 1 employee: This collector is right next to the following entry (Towa Tower - 1st floor) Note 15/20: Welcome to Towa
Tower: This note is in the opposite direction of the last collectible (Towa Tower - 1st floor) Ock sock 2/2: sock 4: After reaching the second floor, enter the room in your right to receive this collectible (Towa Tower - 2nd floor) Note 16/20 : Letter from Towa Tower Employee 2: When you see the door to the next arcade
challenge, don't enter it yet. Keep moving forward and take this note (Towa Tower - 2nd floor) Hyden Kid 5/5: Monk: After exiting the next arcade Look at the giant monocum on the right. Behind it is a glow (Towa Tower - 2nd floor) Note 17/20: Tokuuchi Towa: Enter the next room. In the far back shelf of this greenfloored room is another note (Towa Tower - 2nd floor) Chizil 5/5: Saving God: In the same room, climb the first wall and continue to walk down this path straight to a green room (Towa Tower - 2nd floor) Kit list 4/4: Ayakanegon: on the next floor are some rooms on the right side. Enter the men's room for the staff to
find this list of hits (Towa Tower - 3rd floor) Literation 4/4: Spiritual Detective Unkopi: This collector is in the female staff (Towa Tower - 3rd floor) Note 18/20: Children's Paradise preamble: After passing the beam on this floor, walk all the way to the left to find this note (Towa Tower - 3rd floor) Note 19/20: Letter
from an employee of Towa Tower 3: After completing the next escape room, explore the soleities of Monocuma on the left to find this (Towa Tower - 3rd floor) Note 20/20: Towa City, in all places: This one is on a bench directly in front of you after you return to the first floor-wise (Towa Tower - 1st floor) Member: Star
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